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SCHOOLS MELL MINORS’ SAFETY

The University of Iowa has 6,270 mandatory reporters on campus.

By ASMAA ELIERSH

AMES—Higher education officials around the state say they’re taking steps to deal with alleged sexual assaults of several young men following allegations of sexual abuse.

The University of Iowa has reviewed its policies and procedures regarding safety of minors on our campus, specifically to address the issue of child abuse prevention. The report concludes that the University of Iowa has adequate policies and procedures in place to prevent child abuse and that the University of Iowa is committed to providing a safe and welcoming environment for all students.

UI President Sally Mason said the new policy was implemented to ensure that everyone on campus is aware of the university’s policies and procedures regarding safety of minors on our campus.

The updated policy includes new definitions for sexual assault and harassment, as well as new requirements for mandatory reporters.

The policy also includes new procedures for reporting sexual assault and harassment, as well as new requirements for mandatory reporters.

The policy is designed to ensure that everyone on campus is aware of the university’s policies and procedures regarding safety of minors on our campus.

The policy is designed to ensure that everyone on campus is aware of the university’s policies and procedures regarding safety of minors on our campus.

UI to add Friday classes

By CONRAD SWANSON

University of Iowa stuents will likely see more Friday classes next fall.

Following faculty requests, the Registrar’s Office has announced that the university will offer Friday classes in the upcoming fall semester for the first time in recent history.

The change follows a ruling last year that mandated all classes begin and end on a standard time frame — eliminating start times of 0 or 45 minutes into the hour — to get rid of the 31.25 percent occupancy. The basic goal for the new schedule is to get rid of the wasted space and overlapping course times.

The change comes as part of a larger effort to improve the overall student experience at the university.

The new schedule is intended to provide more flexibility for students, as well as allow for more efficient use of classroom space.

The change is expected to improve the overall student experience at the university.

UI opposes voter ID

By ANNA THEODOSIS

University of Iowa Student Government officials said they will oppose a voter-ID bill in the upcoming election.

UISG officials proposed a resolution Tuesday night declaring opposition to a voter-ID bill.

The bill — based on a proposal by Iowa Secretary of State Matt Moore — states that in order to vote in the 2012 election and subsequent ones, voters will need to present valid identification. The bill would also require the state to solicit the information.

According to UISG officials, the bill has the potential to stifle UI student voices.

Opponents say the bill could make it difficult for all UI students to vote, especially for those who do not have a driver’s license or a photo ID.

The bill — based on a proposal by Iowa Secretary of State Matt Moore — states that in order to vote in the 2012 election and subsequent ones, voters will need to present valid identification. The bill would also require the state to solicit the information.
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The bill — based on a proposal by Iowa Secretary of State Matt Moore — states that in order to vote in the 2012 election and subsequent ones, voters will need to present valid identification. The bill would also require the state to solicit the information.

Opponents say the bill could make it difficult for all UI students to vote, especially for those who do not have a driver’s license or a photo ID.
“What is especially exciting about tonight … is that we are able to show you some-thing real (and show) you that our campus renewal is not only a concept or an idea, but is real.”

UI officials also met with representatives of the Fort Wayne, Ind., news station WANE, Indiana Secretary of State Charlie White was found guilty last week of felony voter fraud charges after he voted in a May 2010 primary while being registered to a different address than his place of residence. Indiana’s voter-ID law is similar to the bill in Iowa.” Some UISG officials said the bill would hinder stu-dent voter turnout. “It’s a waste of taxpayer money because it requires all to get IDs when they vote,” said UISG Sen. Greg Braunson, who introduced the opposing resolution at the meeting. “We don’t want to suppress voter turnout, especially at the schools.”

The bill’s resolution was barely debated during the meeting. Some senators said the resolution was neces-sary. “It wouldn’t be that big of a detriment to students’ lives,” said UISG Sen. Michael Dickinson. However, he did not elaborate on his views.

Following further discus-sion, the resolution passed. In addition to the oppo-sition to the Iowa voter-ID bill, UISG senators dis-cussed a bill in support of per-sonalized posts. The bill would guarantee students their First Amendment rights in light of the pop-pon-spray incident at the University of California-Davis protest over a past post fall. After the removal of a clause, the bill passed.

UI Student Life, General Counsel, Risk Management and University Relations have also met over the course of the past year to discuss issues of minors on campus, particularly with athletics camps and various other off-campus events. Mason also discussed cur-rent procedures the univer-sity implements for back-ground checks on UI employees and staff mem-bers. Officials also check employees and students against the Sex Offender Registry, she said. Each university official asserted police for safety of minors on campus was very important, and did not think the board.

FRIDAY CLASSES CONTINUED FROM 1

UIO was a driving force for the move to a standard sched-uling system. Unlike many of the professors requesting more than 50-minute class blocks, Solow prefers to teach in 50-minute blocks during the week.

I find it easier to do the a.m.? Because we start work.

There are only so many pro-fessors, a few of whom have been stuck in early or unusual time slots could potentially alleviate pressure for pro-fessors who have been stuck in early or unusual time slots.

I think this is an extremely important area today,” said Regents Presid-ent Craig Lang. “I think in my own life … as a grandfa-ther, it’s even more impor-tant. It seems very obvious that everyone’s on top of it.”
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Flood Update

Over 800 students from the 1998 flood — 80 per-cent of which affect the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Here are other project completion dates:

• Iowa Advanced Technology Labs — February 2014
• Iowa Advanced Technology Labs — February 2014
• Iowa Advanced Technology Labs — February 2014
• Iowa Advanced Technology Labs — February 2014

On behalf of everyone at University of Iowa Children’s Hospital, thank you for everything you do…For The Kids!
A letter to the editor

The empty PDF page appears to be an error or a placeholder. Please provide the correct content for a proper response. If you have the actual content, please submit it.
Bill focuses on illegal workers

The University of Iowa uses the E-Verify system for employees funded by federal grants or contracts.

By DANA GROTE

Local policymakers are concerned over whether a newly presented House bill could spur ethnic profiling in employment.

The bill, House File 2156, would mandate all Iowa employers to use the E-Verify program, which checks potential employ- ees' Social Security numbers in a federal database to ensure they have legal authorization to work in the United States.

Kevin Ward, the Uni- versity of Iowa associate vice president for Human Resources, said the university uses E-Verify and doesn't believe profiling is an issue.

The UI uses the pro- gram to check all employ- ees funded by federal grants or contracts, he said.

"I don't think we have a strong feeling either way," he said. "From what we have seen in the bill, other people's concerns did not gener- ate a concern."

The bill would also require county attorneys and city or town admin- istrators to investigate all complaints, anonymous or not, about the employment of unauthorized aliens.

Ruth Schubert, a member of the Iowa Citizens for Community Action Fund, said the bill would indeed create possible ethnic pro- filing.

"You can't know the status of people just by look- ing at their faces," Schultz said. "At a place where there are a lot of Latinos workers, someone might think, 'That's not right and that they're not working,' and submit a complaint. There is no way someone should not submit a com- plaint because they think that's happening.""Some legislators dis- agreed with the Iowa Citi- zens for Community Action Fund's outlook. Rep. Greg Forristall, R-Des Moines, and the organ- ization is opposing the bill with lobbying interests in the community, but this bill could create dis- pute among employees.

"If people believe their constitutionality is being questioned, lawsuits cer- tainly prevail," Neuzil said.

Dorely said the I-9 tax form satisfies all require- ments for discovering illeg- al aliens and E-Verify is unnecessary.

"That's what the I-9 is for, to determine who you say you are and if you are legal to work," he said.

But Forristall insisted the bill would be in the employers' best interest.

"If I were an employer, I would want to make sure my employees are legal employees," he said.

The bill will be dis- cussed Thursday at a House Judiciary Commit- tee meeting.

Background Checks

Employers use different tactics for running back- ground checks on their employees.

Sources:

• Radio BIZ
• The Register
• E-Verify
• TV Law firm

Source: Various employers

Learning from Belafonte

By SAMANTHA GENTRY

University of Iowa jun- ior film student Jenna Laster enjoys viewing free screenings at the Bijou, so she wanted to get involved in a program, such as React to Film, that contributes to the variety of films shown at the theater.

"I am eager to see how the socially charged themes of these documentaries affect both me and other students," she said.

"I am thrilled to have the opportunity to help pro- mote the screenings across campus,"

More than 20 colleges and universities across the country will join the organization to screen the documentary film Sing Your Song, the Iowa City screening will take place at 6:30 p.m. today in the Bijou. Admission is free.

The React to Film organization is a nonprof- it that shows films on campus and encourages student participation in the screenings.

The University of Iowa School of Music will give a documentary film screening this semester and the first in which a professor from the School of Music will give a lecture on the topics revered in the film.

By SAMANTHA GENTRY

The React to Film organization is a nonprofit that shows films on campus and encourages student participation in the screenings.

The University of Iowa School of Music will give a documentary film screening this semester and the first in which a professor from the School of Music will give a lecture on the topics revered in the film.

Almost 50% of Iowans connect to their newspaper’s digital presence

Whether it’s their website, Facebook page, a text message or even a tweet—Iowa’s newspapers make sure that breaking news is available when you want it, if you want it.

Newspapers understand that you need access to your news now. That’s why almost 50% of Iowans have a digital connection right to their paper.

When you’re on the go, at a meeting or out of town, you can still be connected to the heartbeat of your community. You can’t find more in- convenient coverage, more variety or more local content than in newspapers.

Access to the information you need, when you need it. All from your local newspaper.

Source: Newton Marketing and Research 2010

Prairie Green School

A multicultural, holistic environment for children ages 3-12 years old.

• Atmosphere of curiosity, creativity and wonder
• Physical, mental and social growth
• Focus on sustainability, experiential learning
• Call 1-800-468-7340

Summer Abroad

• I-9 Tax forms
• E-Verify
• Court Reports
• Public Records
• Facebook

Source: Various employers
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Boston University Study Abroad
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**Daily Break**

**HUNGRY?** Check out The Daily Iowan Dining Guide only at dailyiowan.com

---

**Today's events**

- **Toddler Story Time**
  - 10:30 a.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn

- **Inorganic Seminar**
  - "Structure and mechanism of the tripartite CXCRA3 hexa-metal efflux complex," Edward Yu, Iowa State, 12:30 p.m.
  - 712-294-1330, Chemistry Building

- **Tech Help**
  - 1 p.m., Iowa City Public Library

- **Anatomy and Cell Biology Seminar**
  - "Prostaglandins: Master regulators of parallel action bundle formation," Andrew Spraklen, and "Understanding the Unfolded Protein Response," Javier Gomez, 1:30 p.m.
  - 656-4379, Old Brick

- **Staff Council Meeting**
  - 2:30 p.m., 1-561 Bowen Hall, Capitol Centre

- **for Maximizing Your Financial Aid, Office of Student Financial Aid**
  - 3:30 p.m., 913 SunShines

- **Ballroom Dancing**
  - 4:30 p.m., 913 SunShines

---

**Horoscopes**

**FEBRUARY 8**

---

**PISCES**

- If it doesn’t go well, you’ll probably be too much in your head. Your mind is going to take it very personally. You’ll have to learn from recent events and move forward. It’s about time you did.

---

**AQUARIUS**

- Your style can inspire others. Your creativity and originality are unique. You’re the best at what you do, and everyone knows it. Keep going.

---

**SCORPIO**

- You’ll have to be careful how you express your feelings. You might make someone feel hurt or upset. Be gentle and try to communicate in a more caring way.

---

**LIBRA**

- You’re not going to be able to please everyone. You’re just going to have to make your own decisions. You’ll have to stand up for yourself and stick to your principles.

---

**LEO**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**CANCER**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more open-minded. You tend to be very closed off, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to be more accepting of other people.

---

**ARIES**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Aries**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Taurus**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Gemini**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Cancer**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Leo**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Virgo**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Libra**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Scorpio**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Sagittarius**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Capricorn**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Aquarius**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Pisces**

- You’re going to have to learn to be more patient. You tend to get frustrated easily, and that’s not going to help anyone. Try to relax and take things one step at a time.

---

**Horoscopes appear here? Simply submit the details at:**

**SUBMIT AN EVENT**

---

**New Reasons Media and Learning Organizes **

**Spring Monday Seminar Series**

- "The Science of Anesthesia in the Veterans Health Administration," Frank Scamman, Jan. 26

- "The Unfolded Protein Response," Javier Gomez, Jan. 30

- "The Science of Anesthesia in the Veterans Health Administration," Andrew Spraklen, Feb. 2

---

**UITV schedule**

- 2 p.m., History of Medicine Lecture: History of Medicine in the Surveillance Society, "Building Bioweapons: The Science Behind the Panamanian Case," Michael F. Scanlon, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 123 S. Linn

- 3:15 p.m., Biology Seminar: "Structure and mechanism of the tripartite CXCRA3 hexa-metal efflux complex," Edward Yu, Iowa State, 123 S. Linn

---

**Daily Break**
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**SOFTBALL**

CONTINUED FROM 10

LOEPER

CONTINUED FROM 10

Lester was the finisher in Iowa’s bullpen last year when he was in the 2012 season’s opener at Michigan. His addition to the team was a crucial one for the Hawkeyes.

**WATKINS**

CONTINUED FROM 10

Banse’s performance was quite consistent throughout the season. He was able to hit the ball consistently, regardless of the situation. Despite some struggles with consistency, his ability to hit the ball hard and hit to all parts of the field was evident.

**Robertson**

CONTINUED FROM 9

Banse was able to contribute to the team’s success in a variety of ways. He was a valuable member of the team and his performance was consistent throughout the season.

**Roth**

CONTINUED FROM 9

Banse’s performance was quite consistent throughout the season. He was able to hit the ball consistently, regardless of the situation. Despite some struggles with consistency, his ability to hit the ball hard and hit to all parts of the field was evident.
Phil Parker, Darrell Wilson, and Reese Morgan will take new positions with the Hawkeyes.

### Iowa offensive tackle Riley Reiff:

Riley Reiff throws a block during the Hawkeyes' 20-7 loss to Nebraska on Tuesday.

**By SETH ROBERTS**

Seven members of the Iowa football team received invitations to the NFL annual scouting combine, according to a list of invitees the league released on Tuesday.

The group is headlined by offensive tackle Riley Reiff, who is one of only four Big Ten underclassmen to get an invite to the NFL combine. Reiff, who has a walk-on kid or a scholarship, has an entire season to add to his résumé, which already includes a silver medal at the NCAA meet with 23 home runs. He's good at it, too.

By BEN ROSS

### An inspiration as a track coach

Watkins powers up

Catchers Liz Watkins hopes off-season weight training and conditioning will increase her blocking.

**By MOLLY IRENE OLMSTEAD**

Watkins likes to hit home runs. She's good at it, too.

By MOLLY IRENE OLINSTEAD

Liz Watkins is going to be the 2011 Big Ten softball All-Star. Participating athletes will run through a series of drills to test their strength, acceleration, leaping ability, and agility.

### Softball pumps up practice

Five transfer students are on this year's squad.

**By BEN ROSS**

The Iowa softball team will see some changes prior to the start of the 2012 season. The most notable difference will come during practices and plays, and that should translate to how they compete in games.

### An inspiration as a track coach

#### Track assistant Clive Roberts

Roberts grew up in Mississippi, where he continued to run hurdles and eventually qualified for college track.

By CODY GODWIN

Assistant track coach Clive Roberts knows his athletes can be successful. Their potential, he believes, is unlimited. They just have to put in the time and effort to succeed. Roberts is known for his work with Iowa's running team.
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